Ding ding ding motherfucker
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The image isn't available for Color: Myinstants zgt; The Sounds of the Game's Dean Dean MotherFucker! Disorder, that's what. If your Compendium predictions weren't in tatters on the third day of the group stage, you're Nostradamus. Tournament favorite OG did as expected, winning Group A. Noted Chinese outfits Wings and Newbee
also did well, but that's where the expected results end. The Wildcard team of EHOME became a shock Group B winner, while the return of the EG champions demonstrated a confident return to form that put them second only to OG in their group. Underdogs Digital Chaos was another surprise smash in Group B, while Alliance and MVP
Phoenix dodged the bottom bracket by inches. Wildcard runner-up Escape Gaming was the clear loser of Group A, while Vici Gaming Reborn's pre-tournament visa issues seem to have condmened them to the same fate in Group B. Surprisingly low performance of Hot Tickets Secret, Fluid, and LGD put their place in the top tier in
question, while Na'Vi struggles to find the wins consistent enough to make the cut. Through it all, another underrated team-TNC Pro Gaming-sneaked forward and only narrowly missed out on the top bracket. HighlightWatch's first day on YouTube. During the game against the Alliance, OG offlaner MoonMeander goes undercover like an
axe to steal the jewel of a true look from an enemy fountain. It's clowning, a high-risk game, and the actors don't see it coming until the moment he goes for it. Things like this are why fans invaded the stage when OG won the Frankfurt major. The first day began with an incredibly tense, dogged series between OG and LGD, suggesting
that the latter was not too badly delayed by visa problems that required a last-minute switch. Elsewhere, the Wings got off to a shaky start against EG and Na'Vi and both traded wins. The alliance cleared the TNC before they were destroyed by the OG. EG and LGD took par against Na'Vi and Escape respectively, but the Wings fell short,
surprisingly, against the underdogs of the TNC before returning some points against the escape as the rest of the Group A teams traded even. In Group B, Secret got off to a strong start against Vici Gaming while EHOME beat Fnatic and the rest of the group traded evenly. The secret will be later trade wins with MVP Phoenix while Newby
and DC are cleared. EG, LGD and OG became Group A leaders while Secret, EHOME, Newbee and DC shared first place in Group B. Day twoRANDOM HIGHLIGHTWatch on YouTube. Dirty team fight follows liquid path, but Vici Gaming Reborn's Storm Spirit has the Immortal aegis. While Storm is one of the most slippery heroes in the
game, Liquid support JerAx can hunt him down by stealing his own Ball Lightning spell, epic chase down Dire top lane. It was a great day for EG as they won their two sets 2-0 against Escape and TNC. Teh Teh Na'Vi-Alliance went the way in both games, but the Swedes later conceded two wings, reining in their momentum. Na'Vi
bounced back with a 2-0 win over LGD while OG beat Escape and traded evenly with the wings. Continuing from day one, OG and EG became Group A leaders.The real surprises of the day took place in Group B, where Digital Chaos -team is often overshadowed by the likes of EG, OG and Liquid-cleaned with 2-0 wins over Secret and
Newbee. The secret was a terrible day overall, losing both EHOME and Fnatic and a sharp drop down the standings. EHOME became the biggest winner of the day, clearing in all its sets, while MVP Phoenix, Vici Gaming Reborn, Fnatic and Liquid competed for position in the middle. When the smoke cleared, EHOME - a wildcard team was the clear leader in Group B, with DC unexpectedly close behind. Day 3 of highlightWatch on YouTube. For some reason, the crazy endings of the game follow the alliance around. By all words, they lost their first game against EG: with most teams dead without redemption and exposed to the Ancients, all EG needs to do is push the
Alliance throne to death. But the clutch defense of Ak kee and Loda held the line long enough for Alliance to rally, destroy the EG and storm the middle before a shock victory. Caster LD's cry of DING DING DING, MOTHERFUCKER, as EGM's Ogre Magi Lands lucky quad-core stun is the first major contribution of this international in the
long history of Dota commentary memes. Some teams knew that their position in the top bracket was safe going into the third day, while others knew they would fight elimination in the lower bracket. The real drama of the day occurred among the teams in the middle, whose hopes of survival in the main event, not to mention hundreds of
thousands of dollars, went to a few games. Alliance were the big winners here, inching close to disaster, trading 1-1 with an escape before scoring a surprise 2-0 win over EG to earn a spot in the top bracket. Na'Vi was less fortunate. Their day started well with a 2-0 win over the Wings, but they were outmaneuvered by OG and were
unable to get the points needed to avoid the lower bracket. In Group B EHOME and DC continued to clean up, only to regret the loss to each other. Meanwhile, Vici Gaming Reborn became the group's clear loser, while Liquid, Secret and Fnatic all tied 5-9 overall: allowing the Phoenix MVP an inch into the top bracket despite a negative 68 record. On the next page: a look at the new meta. imgur.com/galler...Page 2 When you and your friend are having a conversation or working on a project and your cell phone friends dings and bings alerts that messages are coming in after a long period of time your response is ding dingy bastard! Dean Dean the bastard is a verbal
outburst The other person to answer the damn phone. In addition, ding ding bastard can also be used as a response to a person's statement or surveillance that is obvious and talked about in order to provoke immediate action or attention others.#1 your phone dinging your phone buzzing. or #2 your dog drinks from the toilet! Dingding the
mother bastard, put the seat down, asshole! By STG63 November 28, 2017Get Dingding mother bastard neck gaiter and mug. October 16 trend trends
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